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Motivation

Difficult to identify causal effects of income and wealth on
spending behavior among individuals

Shocks to individuals’ employers are an important source of
income and wealth volatility

Both first and second stage are of interest; implications for
role of government in calming markets and translating
financial market shocks into the ‘real’ economy
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Ambiguous Effects in OLS
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Preview of Results

Data useful for individual panel analysis and also matches
national aggregates and trends

No evidence of predictability of firm shocks or returns by
individuals

OLS approach significantly underestimates effects of income
and wealth on spending

Generally stronger effects of income on durables, weaker
effects on wealth

Relatively weak effects of equity wealth on spending

Somewhat larger effects for older users and more liquidity
constrained users
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Data

From an online personal financial website

Connects users’ financial accounts to a single location for:

Centralization
Better UI
Features
Categorization
Budgeting

Grew from <100,000 active users in 2007 to >1,000,000 by
2012
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Data

Individual-level information on:

Age, Sex, Children, Marital Status
Location, Home Ownership, Profession, Education, Income

Tracks each transaction from bank and credit card accounts

Automatic categorization of transactions into over 100
income and spending categories

Daily balances of equity, retirement, property, and loan
accounts

Currently restrict to a sample of users who have
demographic information, ‘complete’ accounts, and can be
matched to employers from 2010 onwards
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Becoming Relatively Representative

Income National Users 2007 Users 2011

$0-$25,000 28.22% 3.60% 21.51%
$25,001-$50,000 26.65% 15.33% 27.63%
$50,001-$75,000 18.27% 22.65% 20.15%
$75,001-$100,000 10.93% 18.6% 12.82%
$100,001-$150,000 9.90% 21.07% 10.87%
$150,001+ 6.04% 15.69% 6.91%
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Gender Has Converged Quickly
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Coverage of Relevant Income and Spending

Best coverage of checking and credit card accounts, as most
people sign up in order to track income and spending

Number of individuals with linked equity accounts is
comparable to SCF averages

By 2011, users had relatively complete profiles (% of users
reporting having linked all or almost all of various types of
accounts):

Checking - 95%
Savings - 93%
Credit Cards - 91%
Brokerage/Equity - 75%

Exclude users who only have single accounts linked or
transfers going to missing accounts

Data is internally consistent, with self-reported income and
demographic characteristics highly correlated with observed
income and spending patterns
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Categorization Coverage

No automatic categorization with cash or check transactions

3% of observed spending by users is done with cash (ATM
withdrawals and manually entered cash transactions)

15% with checks (primarily bills, rent, and mortgage)

80% of employees in the United States receive direct deposit
paychecks (NACHA 2010 Survey)
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Data Validation

Census Retail Sales:

Monthly survey of all (3,000) large retailers and large sample
(9,000) of small retailers

Organized by type of retailer

Match observed category to Census Retail category

NIPA:

National aggregate durables spending, nondurables spending,
and paycheck income

Measure monthly average per-user categorical spending and
paycheck income using CPS weights on age, sex, income
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Census Retail - Gasoline
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Census Retail - Clothing
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Census Retail - Food and Beverage
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Census Retail - Motor Vehicles
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NIPA - NonDurables
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NIPA - Paychecks
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Housing Prices
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Paychecks Fall Suddenly Among UI Recipients
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Empirical Strategy

Individuals and households shift consumption, savings,
income, and wealth in response to unobservable foresight

Desire common exogenous shifters of income and wealth to
determine causal effects on consumption and savings

One such source are shocks to one’s employer; plausibly
exogenous at an individual level and can drive:

Equity wealth
Income and bonuses
Income uncertainty
Labor market expectations and outcomes

Leverage variety of firm shocks that have different ‘bundles’
of effects to jointly identify exogenous changes in income,
wealth, labor market expectations, and uncertainty over
future income
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Largest Employers on Platform

Use universe of NYSE and NASDAQ firms

Match to individuals using paycheck descriptions
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Firm Shocks Measurement

Large earnings surprises

| (EPS−E[EPS])
SharePrice | > .01

Layoffs/Closures

Leadership Changes

Coming soon:

Bankruptcies
Other adverse events
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Layoff Data
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Income, Wealth Measurement

Effects on wealth are measured through total equity wealth
holdings

Cannot directly observe composition of equity
Test sensitivity of daily equity holdings to employer stock
returns prior to shocks
Predict change in wealth based on firm stock price

Income growth, labor market outcomes, and income
uncertainty are measured at a firm level (individuals can
forecast mean and std dev of future income stream as well as
probability of becoming unemployed)

Use 6-month period following shock
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Empirical Specification

First Stage:

Wealthit = γ0 + γ1PosEarningsft + γ2NegEarningsft +
γ3Layoffsft + γ4Leadershipft + γ5Wit + FEit + eit

Incomeft = γ0 + γ1PosEarningsft + γ2NegEarningsft +
γ3Layoffsft + γ4Leadershipft + γ5Wit + FEit + eit

Uncertft = γ0 + γ1PosEarningsft + γ2NegEarningsft +
γ3Layoffsft + γ4Leadershipft + γ5Wit + FEit + eit

Unempft = γ0 + γ1PosEarningsft + γ2NegEarningsft +
γ3Layoffsft + γ4Leadershipft + γ5Wit + FEit + eit

Second Stage:

Spendingit = β0 + β1W̃ealthit + β2 ˜Incomeft + β3 ˜Uncertft +

β4 ˜Unempft + β5Wit + FEit + uit

Assumption: the only effect of leadership changes, layoffs, or
earnings surprise on consumption is through income, wealth,
uncertainty, and unemployment probabilities
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Summary Statistics

Mean Std Dev

Num Users 131,405 -
Num Firms 321 -
Num Earnings Rep. 61 -
Num Layoffs 54 -
Num Leadership Changes 254 -
Income (Weekly) 1515.07 2205.51
Spending (Weekly) 1220.96 1681.43
Equity Wealth 10,478.71 61,638.22
Total Wealth 87,881.64 163,127.5
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No Anticipation of Firm Shocks
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Results - 1st Stage
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Results - 2nd Stage
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Conclusion

Data useful for both individual and aggregate analysis

No response of individuals’ spending habits to future shocks
to their employers

Strong effects on income, especially durables expenditures

Relatively weak effects of equity wealth on spending

Larger effects of wealth for older users and more liquidity
constrained users
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Next Steps

More firms, private firms

Add additional shocks from SEC’s 8-K data

Additional heterogenous effects analysis and robustness

Model individual and aggregate responses
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Equity Wealth and Firm Returns
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Some Theory

Common Euler equation for consumption:

u′(cit−1) = (1 + δ)−1Et−1[(1 + rt)u
′(cit)]

Under assumption that r = δ and quadratic preferences, this
becomes:

cit = cit−1 + εit

εit reflects a consumption innovation driven by new information
to the consumers.
This leads to:

∆cit = βj
∑
xit−1−j + εit

where the Permanent Income model gives a null of βj = 0 for all
j. That is, no variables in period t-1 or before should be
associated with changes in consumption between t-1 and t.
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Some Theory

A common representation of the income process describes
permanent and temporary shocks:

yit = Pit + vit

Pit = Pit−1 + uit

With this formulation, the change in consumption is given by:

∆cit = r
1+rvit + uit

For small r, we see that consumption responds weakly to
temporary shocks but 1:1 to permanent shocks.
Similarly, we see that savings behave in the opposite manner,
responding almost 1:1 to temporary shocks:

sit = 1
1+rvit
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Savings Ratio
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Savings Ratio - Survey of Consumer Finance
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